
2019 AHR Expo Findings & 
Commercial HVAC Research



Goals for Attending AHR

• Identify key trends in commercial HVAC from 
the manufacturer perspective

• Where is the market changing?
• What is driving market change?
• Where are momentum savings opportunities?

• Identify best opportunities to segment market 
for BPA momentum savings modeling 
purposes
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We attended the International Air-Conditioning, Heating, and Refrigeration (AHR) Expo in January to gain insight into national trends in the commercial heating, ventilation, air-conditioning, and refrigeration (HVAC&R) market that will guide future research and modeling activities. For those who are not familiar with the show, the AHR Expo is the world’s largest HVAC&R trade show and is held annually in conjunction with the ASHRAE winter conference. The show provides a high-level view of national and international market trends in the HVAC industry--primarily from a manufacturer perspective, to give real world context to the modeling work being done by the research team.



Methodology

3

7 Manufacturer 
Interviews

Partnership with 
Energy350

3 Targeted              
Booth Visits

BSRIA Market 
Trends Session

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At the show, we conducted 7 in-depth manufacturer interviews, including major manufacturers in ducted and ductless equipment, smart controls, and ventilation. These in-depth interviews each lasted an hour and covered a broad range of topics related to the goals of the study. We supplemented these in-depth interviews with targeted booth visits to expand on interview findings and connect with manufacturers on a smaller subset of questions where they likely have specialized knowledge.In addition to the interviews, we also attended a learning session organized by BSRIA, the Building Services Research and Information Association, as part of the trade show that gave a high-level overview of the HVAC market as a whole from an unbiased, non-manufacturer-specific point of view.Finally, we partnered with Energy350, an implementor in the Pacific Northwest to understand the energy efficiency program perspective.



Important Reminder

• Findings are based on statements from 
manufacturers interviewed at the AHR Expo

• Any numbers and percentages presented are 
anecdotal, unless otherwise cited.
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Key Findings
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Four Key Finding Areas

Commercial HVAC market isn’t changing much

Energy savings require a system level view

VRF still most promising EE technology

Components/controls offer efficiency opportunities
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We separated our key AHR findings into the following four groups:The commercial HVAC market isn’t changing much.Looking for energy savings requires looking at the whole systemWe heard that VRF is still considered the most promising technology in terms of efficiencyComponents and controls can provide efficiency opportunities across equipment types



A (Mostly) Stagnant Market

Commercial HVAC market isn’t changing

Energy savings require a system level view

VRF still most promising EE technology

Components/controls offer efficiency opportunities
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
To start, we heard overwhelmingly at AHR that the commercial HVAC market isn’t really changing.



Limited Market Change

What people 
are buying 

What 
manufacturers 
are producing 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This limited market change is driven both by customers and manufacturers.Customers are driven by low first cost and, therefore, are predominately buying like for like replacementsManufacturers then have no incentive to innovate rapidlySo, customers are not asking for new equipment, and manufacturers are not making new equipment.



Unitary Isn’t Going Away

• Dominating existing 
and NC markets 

• 35% in existing 
buildings (CBSA)

• ~30–35% in new 
construction sales

• Gas/electric (~80%); 
HPs (~20%)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is particularly apparent in the unitary market. CBSA data shows that unitary makes up 35% of the installed stock in existing buildings. This 1/3 of installed stock is considered self-perpetuating in that manufacturers expect these installed roof top units will continue being replaced with rooftop units. Manufacturers at AHR also reported that unitary accounts for ~30‒35% of their new construction sales. It is often the most cost effective solution, both in terms of up front cost and in terms of installation and design costs. While most of the unitary equipment sold is low-efficiency, there are some high efficiency unitary options. Heat pump RTUs make up about 20% of the market, but this number could be higher in the Pacific NW. In some cases, high efficiency unitary is even competing directly with VRF. (High efficiency unitary = HP/VAV)So, in terms of market trends, there is a large amount of installed unitary that will likely get replaced with more unitary. But, there is also a lot of new unitary being sold. Unitary makes up roughly a third of the entire HVAC market, and it is not going anywhere any time soon.Photos: Trane: https://www.trane.com/commercial/north-america/canada/en/products-systems/equipment/unitary/rooftop-systems/Precedent.htmlCarrier: https://www.carrier.com/commercial/en/us/products/packaged-outdoor/outdoor-packaged-units/



Really Two Separate Markets

Existing 
Buildings

New 
Construction
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s important to understand that the commercial HVAC market really acts like two separate markets. Penetration of RTUs is consistent across both markets, but otherwise they act very differently.



Existing Market is Stagnant

• The existing buildings market makes up 
60–70% of the total market

• Manufacturers reported that from 40% up to 
85% of replacements are like-for-like
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“Manufacturers are mostly focused on 
designing drop-in replacements for each 

others’ units”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The existing market, which is roughly 60-70% of the total commercial market, is seeing very little market change with like-for-like replacement making up most jobs. One manufacturer even said that like-for-like is so dominant that “manufacturers are mostly focused on designing drop-in replacements for each other’s units”. So, replacements in this market are more about changes in brand than changes in technology.



Why Isn’t it Changing?

Duct/system 
redesign 
expense

Inertia Split 
incentives
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, why isn’t it changing? There were three main reasons we heard at AHR:- First, duct or system redesign. This can be cost prohibitive when trying to upgrade or switch equipment. As one manufacturer put it, “You basically have to gut the building to the shell to make re-ducting worth it”.- Second, there is inertia in the market. Engineers want to design the way they always have and purchase what they are familiar with. This makes them slow to adopt new technologies- Third, split incentives are a barrier to energy efficiency because the people buying the equipment don’t necessarily care about energy savings because they are (often) not paying the energy bill. Instead, they are driven by first cost and ease of replacement.



New Construction Market 
Better… But Not Changing

Design around efficiency
Codes drive building 
improvements

Trend towards bigger 
buildings could offset 
trends in efficiency 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
New construction, the other roughly 30-40% of the market, is a different market entirely. Efficient technology adoption is higher in new construction, as engineers have more flexibility to design around equipment like VRF up front without having to worry about duct or system redesign. Plus, changing codes in states like Washington, in particular, call for building improvements that can incentivize more efficient equipment. But, we can’t really say the new construction market is changing. New construction has always been more open and adaptable to efficient products, and manufacturers did not report increased adoption of efficient technologies.Also, higher adoption of efficient equipment does not necessarily translate to less energy consumption. Manufacturers reported a trend in bigger buildings, with more conditioned space, that could offset gains made by more efficient equipment. But, this could translate to energy savings. Even with a bigger HVAC load, the space will be conditioned more efficiently with better equipment.



Where is There Energy Savings 
Potential?

Commercial HVAC market isn’t changing

Energy savings require a system level view

VRF still most promising EE technology

Components/controls offer efficiency opportunities
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve established that the commercial market is not changing. Now, let’s look at what drives HVAC energy consumption and what momentum savings opportunities could exist in this stagnant market.



Drivers of Energy Consumption

15

Operation/
Management

HVAC Efficiency HVAC 
Operation HVAC Load

Not an exhaustive list

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are three main “buckets” driving energy consumption:First, HVAC efficiency, or things that impact the energy use of the equipment itself. Fans are the biggest piece of HVAC energy consumption, followed by space heating, cooling, and equipment shell losses.Second, HVAC load, or things that impact how hard the equipment has to work. This includes things like building size, occupancy, shell losses, and ventilation. Other building loads, like lighting and plug loads, can also have a large impact on HVAC load (ex. changing to LED lights reduces heating in the building, resulting in more heating needed from HVAC system)Third, HVAC operation, or things that impact how well the system is performing. This is where operation and system management come into play, as well as installation practices and controls. HVAC operation is particularly important in the commercial market.These are some of the factors driving HVAC energy use that people talked about at AHR. This is not an exhaustive list, and in the next phase of BPA commercial HVAC momentum savings modeling we would want to finalize this list and create a cell matrix similar to the residential HVAC model to determine all possible factors.



Look First at HVAC Efficiency
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Operation/
Management

HVAC Efficiency HVAC 
Operation HVAC Load

Not an exhaustive list

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s look first at HVAC efficiency.



Two Ways to Consider Efficiency

Floor

• Driven by: Federal 
efficiency standard

• Motivation: Minimizing 
cost of system re-
design

• Market share: ~60+%

Ceiling

• Driven by: Competition

• Motivation: Improving 
brand reputation, 
appearing 
innovative/high end

• Market share: ~5%
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Potential opportunity to push 
existing stock towards high-end

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are two ways to consider efficiency in the commercial market “Floor” efficiency is driven by federal efficiency standards. The motivation for manufacturers here is to minimize the cost of system re-design by designing to the minimum acceptable efficiency.“Celling” efficiency is driven by competition between manufacturers on nameplate efficiency. The motivation here is to improve brand reputation and appear as an high end, “innovative” company.The majority of the market—more than 60%—buys the cheapest product that meets code. Less than 5% go for the “best” option in terms of efficiency. Manufacturers admit that they rarely, if ever, sell their highest efficiency offerings. There is a potential opportunity at the ceiling efficiency level to push the existing stock towards high-end efficiency products. Manufacturers still consider VRF to be the biggest opportunity here, which we will talk about in more depth later.



Most Equipment Sales are Low-
End

18

Low-End: ~60+%
“Good”

Top-Line: ~5%
“Best”

Middle: ~35%
“Better” – huge 
variability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The majority of the market, 60+%  buys the cheapest product that meets code, i.e. the baseline equipment. Less than 5% go for the “best” option in terms of efficiency. Manufacturers admit that they rarely if ever sell their highest efficiency offerings.The other 35% of the market is somewhere in the middle. So, there is a lot of equipment that is in the “better” category, but there is a huge amount of variability in this segment of the market. “Better” can mean higher efficiency, but some manufacturers also used it to describe functionality or equipment size (i.e. good = small/minimum features; better = medium/more features; best = large/most features). This variability makes the “better” segment of the market hard to categorize.



Standards Drive Low-End
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
New standards coming into effect are the dominate driver of low-end efficiency gains in the market. What does this mean for energy savings? Minimum efficiency standards are set by test procedures, which then drive equipment design. So, the changes manufacturers make to their equipment to meet minimum efficiency are driven by what the related test procedure captures.However, what is actually achieving energy savings in the field is not necessarily fully driven by test procedures. It is widely known that test procedures are not entirely representative of equipment performance. So, we can’t model energy savings based on test procedures alone, because there are other factors influencing what we see at the meter.For example, we know that jacket insulation can have a large impact of energy savings in commercial HVAC, but it is not captured in equipment test procedures. When asked at AHR, manufacturers said that they had not considered jacket insulation and even, in some cases, said they did not believe it would have an effect on energy consumption. When pressed, manufacturers confirmed that what is captured in test procedures is the predominate driver of system design.



Competition Drives High-End, 
but Uptake is Limited
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Manufacturers said that their top line efficiency is driven by market competition. It is important to note that this top line efficiency refers to nameplate efficiency, not actual operating efficiency. But, manufacturers do not really intend to sell a lot of top-line equipment, and competition in product offerings is not moving the needle in terms of efficient equipment adoption. As we said earlier, manufactures say only ~5% of sales are of this high efficiency level. So, there is an opportunity here to push the existing stock towards more efficient equipment with programs or other market intervention.Appendix: Manufacturers Want Mid-StreamPhotos: Daikin: http://www.daikinac.com/content/commercial/vrv/vrv-aurora/LG: https://www.heatandcool.com/3-zone-lg-21-seer-ductless-multi-zone-inverter-air-conditioner-heat-pump-12k-12k-12k-btu.html?ctm_campaign=roi+shopping&parameterparameter&gclid=Cj0KCQiAtbnjBRDBARIsAO3zDl9FUOre6TnFtxbVtCks49ae2BaeiukR0DxQP2MQhhyGUA7wsLLR9xgaAvAGEALw_wcB



Manufacturers See Limited 
Efficiency Opportunities
• Manufacturers believe they are reaching the 

ceiling on equipment efficiency
• Consistent with findings from the 2018 AHR Expo

• Future improvements will come from:
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Operation System 
Design

Controls Components

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally, the manufacturers at AHR believe we are reaching the ceiling on equipment efficiency, requiring a new perspective for future improvements. Manufacturers feel that looking at the whole system will provide opportunities for future improvements, specifically in the areas of operation, system design, controls, and components.



Now, Let’s Consider Operation
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Operation/
Management

HVAC Efficiency HVAC 
Operation HVAC Load

Not an exhaustive list

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, let’s look at operation. 



Operation is Still a Problem

• “Most commercial 
HVAC equipment is 
not operating as 
intended”

• Or, installed 
incorrectly and has 
never operated as 
intended

2323

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Manufactures see operational improvements as a big opportunity for efficiency, but, manufacturers reported that “most commercial HVAC equipment is not operating as intended.” Operational problems occur across all equipment types and efficiency levels, so even high efficiency equipment isn’t necessarily operating to maximize energy savings. In many cases, equipment has actually never operated as intended. Manufacturers believe that poor installation and commissioning up front is one of the biggest concerns in terms of system performance and, therefore, energy consumption.Photo: https://www.afcec.af.mil/News/Article-Display/Article/871405/cemirt-evaluates-hvac-at-af-north/



• Newer technologies = higher standards

Moving Toward Better Installation

24

• No training 
requirements

Unitary

• Installer 
trainings

• Selection 
software

VRF • Service 
contracts

• User trainings

Controls
Potential opportunity for 
operational improvement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some manufacturers are moving towards better installation practices, but there is an opportunity for improvement. Newer, more efficient, technologies tend to have higher installation training standards.Unitary manufacturers do not have training requirements, because there is a perception that it is easy to install. However, this is clearly not the case as there are poor installation practices across equipment types.VRF manufacturers on the other hand are working on developing solutions like installer trainings and selection software to help combat poor installation practices. Manufacturers across equipment types are starting to look into service contracts and controls as options to improve installation practices. For example, controls systems could provide fault protection and diagnostics to help operators identify installation and operation issues early on. This is a potential opportunity for reducing energy consumption related to HVAC operation and improving system performance overall. However, operators would need to be trained in how to use such controls, and this training is not always provided.



Finally, Let’s Look at HVAC Load
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Operation/
Management

HVAC Efficiency HVAC 
Operation HVAC Load

Not an exhaustive list

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, we’ve talked about HVAC efficiency and operation, let’s now look at HVAC load. There’s a lot in the HVAC load bucket that we cannot address, like occupancy patterns and the building itself. But, let’s take a closer look at ventilation.



Several Ventilation Options, 
Different Efficiency Outcomes
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Constant 
Volume

• Manual 
dampers 
cause over 
ventilation, 
wasted fan 
energy 

VAV

• Vary air 
volume 
based on 
building 
needs

DOAS

• Decoupled 
air streams 
to deal to 
address 
ventilation 
separately

Good Better Best

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ventilation can have a large impact on energy consumption in commercial buildings, but not all commercial buildings have ventilation. Small, less complex, buildings may not have any ventilation – in this case, it essentially acts like a residential building. For bigger, multizone buildings, there are three options: constant volume, variable air volume (or VAV), and dedicated outdoor air system (DOAS).In constant volume ventilation, dampers are manually opened and closed, resulting in over ventilation and a lot of wasted fan energy. This is the most common ventilation strategy overall.VAV works by varying air volume based on what the building needs, making it more efficient than constant volume.DOAS decouples the air streams to deal with ventilation air separately, making it the most efficient option.These technologies follow a good/better/best framework. Constant volume is the “good” option and has the biggest market share. VAV is “better” and DOAS is “best,” and these two solutions split the remaining market share. So, there is an opportunity here to push market adoption of VAV and DOAS resulting in energy savings from HVAC load.



What is DOAS?

27

System Equipment

DOASProvides 
decoupled 

ventilation from 
space heating 
and cooling

RTU that can do 
100% outside air 
and, potentially, 
humidification

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Quickly, I want to share a key distinction we learned at AHR. DOAS can refer to two separate things:DOAS the system provides decoupled ventilation from space heating and coolingDOAS the equipment is an RTU that can do 100% outside air and, potentially, humidification



Efficiency Opportunities

28

VRF and system redesign

Components driving efficiency

Controls as a growth opportunity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the next few minutes, I’d like to dig in on a few of the opportunities for efficiency gains identified at AHR.



VRF is the Next Big Thing… Still

Commercial HVAC market isn’t changing

Energy savings require a system level view

VRF still most promising EE technology

Components/controls offer efficiency opportunities
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, let’s look at VRF. We’ve been talking about VRF as the next big thing in HVAC for several years. The energy savings potential for VRF is two fold: 1) you can increase adoption to replace old, outdated, and inefficient equipment and 2) you can utilize top of the line system design practices to maximize efficiency gains. Let’s dig in to what’s happening with VRF.



VRF Isn’t a Niche Market

• Double digit growth 
year over year, but in 
small market 
segment

• Starting to see mid-
market pricing 
competition 

• But, applications are 
limited

30

~75% of VRF sales 
in PNW are in new 

construction

~50% of new office 
buildings in PNW 

installed VRF

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Manufacturers explained that VRF is no longer considered a niche product. VRF is still a small market nationally, with only 8-10% of market penetration. However, this is up from 4% . So, VRF is a small but growing market.The market is beginning to see mid-market pricing competition drive the cost down and make VRF more accessible.However, applications for VRF are limited.VRF is best suited to new construction, where engineers can design around the system up frontVRF is best suited to zoned buildings (like schools, offices, lodging, multi-family, etc.)Looking specifically at VRF in the PNW. We heard that ~75% of VRFs sold go to new construction. Additionally, we heard that ~50% of new office buildings in the PNW have installed VRFs. However, “growth” in that market is slowing down as the PNW is building fewer commercial office buildings. Manufacturers at AHR said that multi-family buildings are the next big growth opportunity they see for VRF in commercial buildings. This presents a large opportunity for BPA momentum savings. Standard practice in multi-family in the PNW is zonal heating. If these all converted to VRF, this would present a large momentum savings opportunity in the PNW.



VRF Requires System Design
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is a significant design component to VRF installation that requires more support from the seller. As one manufacturer said, “you can’t install VRF out of the box.” Therefore, manufacturer reps are the preferred sales channel for VRF. This accounts for VRF sales missing from the distributor sales data BPA has collected. (A note on sales data: AHRI has begun collecting VRF sales data as they’ve done for unitary equipment in the past. However, this data is not publicly available yet. We will keep an eye on this sales report going forward.)To build on the idea of the importance of system design of VRF, I want to look at Mitsubishi. One of our Mitsubishi interviewees helps engineers spec equipment, especially VRF, in the PNW. Mitsubishi offers a program for VRF design through their Diamond System Builder program. Using this program gives engineers the capability to look at things like line lengths, components selections, controls, system design options, and other inputs to design a system easily and efficiently. The interviewee said 75-80% of VRF purchasers are now using the program. The key aspect where Mitsubishi feels this program is helpful is on line length, which can have a large impact on capacity and is one of the key mistakes installers make during installation.Photo: https://www.mitsubishicomfort.com/diamond-system-builder



VRF versus DHP

VRF DHP

32

• New 
construction

• Sophisticated, 
but expensive

• Retrofit
• Simple and 

cheap, but 
limited

30%

~30% of jobs that could go 
VRF end up going DHP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another variable speed, efficient equipment option are ductless heat pumps (DHP). We asked manufacturers at AHR about market overlap between VRF and DHP. Manufacturers estimated that about 30% of jobs that could go VRF ended up going DHP. We also discovered that there is some confusion among manufacturers about the difference between VRF and DHP. The differences are important, and they often can predict whether a job will go VRF or DHP. For the most part, VRF is better suited to new construction and more sophisticated and flexible, but more expensive. DHP is simpler and cheaper, but limited depending on the application. It does particularly well in retrofit, especially where space is a concern (like replacing PTACs in hotels).



Efficiency Opportunity Through 
Components and Controls

Commercial HVAC market isn’t changing

Energy savings require a system level view

VRF still most promising EE technology

Components/controls offer efficiency opportunities
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Manufacturers discussed components and controls as a big opportunity area for improving system efficiency and operation. In this section, I want to cover the most impactful components for energy efficiency before zooming in on controls.



Components Driving Energy 
Efficiency

Economizers HRV/ERV
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Other: variable speed fans/compressors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
According to manufacturers, economizers present the biggest opportunity to increase equipment efficiency in rooftop units. (Economizers allow the RTU to use outdoor air for cooling, which reduces compressor energy use.) Economizers are becoming “universal”, according to manufacturers, even on “good” or base level equipment. We heard from one large unitary manufacturer that roughly 70-80% of all RTUs sold are being sold with economizers.Another manufacturer specifically cited ERV as the biggest energy reducing factor in commercial HVAC and estimated ERV could cut energy consumption in half across equipment types. However, other manufacturers were more mixed listing HRV/ERV as an important efficiency option but not one they actively push. (HRV/ERV is becoming a ubiquitous “option” on DOAS, but not necessarily on all DOAS.)Photos: Economizer kit: https://www.grainger.com/product/HONEYWELL-Economizer-Kit-59LF84ERV: https://www.grainger.com/product/12K692?gclid=Cj0KCQiAtbnjBRDBARIsAO3zDl8hglaGQwemYHDgbK31wljDXsSzU7_YpS3jGuPmkrG-gjJcqb5tQ3IaAoRQEALw_wcB&cm_mmc=PPC:+Google+PLA&ef_id=Cj0KCQiAtbnjBRDBARIsAO3zDl8hglaGQwemYHDgbK31wljDXsSzU7_YpS3jGuPmkrG-gjJcqb5tQ3IaAoRQEALw_wcB:G:s&s_kwcid=AL!2966!3!57772101717!!!s!109230349317!



Controls: Promising but Limited

• Every manufacturer 
offers an integrated 
controls solution

• But, ~75% of 
buildings <50K don’t 
have controls

• ~70% of commercial 
buildings are this 
size 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, let’s focus on controls. Controls have become more common: more people are thinking about it, more people are asking about it, and all manufacturers are offering integrated controls solutions. Smart controls are recognized as an important growth opportunity for efficiency, but the market is still small. We learned that about 75% of commercial buildings less than 50,000 sqft do not have a controls system, and roughly 70% of all commercial buildings are this size. Photo: https://commercial.daikin.com.au/our-product-range/controllers/itouch-manager



Lack of Owner Training

• Mis-managed/mis-operated/mis-installed
• Losing out on energy savings
• Happening across all systems at all efficiency 

levels
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“It’s no one’s job to train 
owners on controls”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Customers are not demanding controls because they are not trained in how to operate the controls system, and they don’t know what functionality is available or what they actually need in their space. One manufacturer said bluntly, “it’s no one’s job to train owners on controls”. Because of this, controls are often mis-managed/mis-operated/or mis-installed. When this happens, you lose out on potential energy savings and even disrupt system performance. This not contained to one equipment type or system type; it’s happening across all systems at all efficiency levels.



Market Inertia is Stifling Growth

Engineers want to 
install what they 

know

Manufacturers want 
to look competitive 
by offering controls
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to a lack of customer demand, manufacturers explained that inertia among manufacturers and engineers is a big barrier to controls adoption. Neither group is really driving customers to buy controls, so market adoption is stagnating.Engineers have no incentive to understand packaged controls because it “works them out of a job”. Engineers may specialize in one type of control system, and they do not want to learn other systems. Or, they don’t want to bring on a controls configuration specialist because they’ll lose that portion of the installation profits.Similar to top line efficiency, manufactures just want to look competitive by offering controls but the manufacturers at AHR weren’t entirely sure what to do with controls. They don’t understand what customers want, but they design them to stay competitive and stay on trend.



Weak Use Cases for Controls

Two conflicting scenarios, neither mainstream:

38

Increased interest in data 
availability and visualizing 

system performance

Trend towards “servitization” and 
outsourced maintenance

Responsibility with the 
end user

Responsibility with 
service contract holder

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Continuing on the idea that manufacturers don’t know what to do with controls, there are conflicting perceptions of why end users want controls and how they would ultimately use them, resulting in weak use cases.For example, we heard two conflicting ideas from manufacturers about who is responsible for understanding and operating the controls system as well as what that end user wants from the controls.- In the first case, the desire is increased data availability and the ability to visualize system performance. In this case, the responsibility lies with the end user to understand and operate the controls system. However, there is much variability within this scenario as the “end user” could be anyone from a building owner to HVAC equipment operator to the tenant of an office space.- In the second case, manufacturers noted a trend towards servitization, or service contracts being sold along with controls systems, and the concept of outsourced maintenance. In this scenario, the responsibility is with the service contract holder to understand and operate the controls.Developing use cases will be important for the controls market to really “catch on” in commercial HVAC.



What’s Next for BPA 
Momentum Savings
Preview of upcoming project

39



Task 1. Pilot Data Collection

• Determine if there is enough evidence of 
above-code, energy-saving commercial 
HVAC equipment installations in a sample of 
permit data such that it is worth continuing a 
full-scale permit data collection project.

Go/No-Go Decision
• Develop a process for full-scale permit data 

collection based on lessons learned from the 
pilot.
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Task 2. Confirm Program Activity

• Confirm that regional VRF and DHP projects 
are not entirely driven by programs and/or 
building energy code.

• Understand how programs are estimating 
savings from such projects to inform 
methodology development.

Go/No-Go Decision
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Task 3. Develop High-Level 
Methodology

Use the information and knowledge gained in 
Tasks 1 and 2 to develop a high-level method 
for quantifying momentum savings from 
above-code VRF and DHP (and potentially 
other) systems. 
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Timeline

• Begin work: June 2019

• Completion: Fall 2019
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CONTACT

Bonnie Watson
bfwatson@bpa.gov



Appendix: Momentum 
Savings Modeling 
Market Segmentation
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another key area we learned about at AHR was how to think about the market as a whole. There are several frameworks that can be used to segment this market, and this section provides some strategies for how to layer them for potential subsequent modeling endeavors.



Understanding the Market… 
Where to Begin?
• Commercial HVAC is big  ~35% of 

commercial building energy use (EIA)

• It is diverse  high number of equipment 
types, component options, design options, 
and configurations

• So, developed a segmentation framework to 
narrow in on parts of the market that might 
be quantifiable for BPA modeling efforts
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It’s important to take a step back and consider our ultimate goal of this project, which was to learn where the market is changing, what is making it change, and how we could potentially model the market around these changes areas.It’s also important to remember that the commercial HVAC market is very large and very diverse. According to EIA, commercial heating and cooling together make up about 35% of commercial building energy consumption. It is also incredibly diverse with a high number of equipment types, component options, design options, and possible configurations.So, we took our learning about the market at AHR and developed a segmentation framework to begin to narrow in on parts of the market that might be quantifiable.EIA: U.S. Energy Information Administration, 2012 Commercial Building Energy Consumption Survey: Energy Usage Summary, March 2016, https://www.eia.gov/consumption/commercial/reports/2012/energyusage/index.php



Multi
Story

Single
Story 47

Commercial 
HVAC Market

Building 
Types

Project 
Types

Retro-commissioning

Operating 
Cost (TOC)

Size

Efficiency

Functionality

Better
Equipment 

Types
Customer 

Types

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are four main dimensions along which manufactures described the commercial HVAC market: project types, customer types, building types, and equipment types. Within each of these dimensions there are several factors that comprise different “buckets” we can sort the market into. In some cases, there are also overarching factors to consider (like single and multi-story for building types). 
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First, let’s look at project types. We learned at AHR that there is even more granularity to project types beyond existing buildings and new construction. Within existing buildings, there’s replacement, retrofit, and renovation which make up about a third/a third/and a third of the existing building market.Replacement (like for like, scrape and replace) – decision maker is a combo of building operator and owner, almost never an engineer involved, distributor has a little influence here but operator is key decision maker then owner final callRetrofit (changing controls, re-configuring, etc.) – might have engineer involved but maybe not, engineer is involved but has less control, more constricted, the decision maker is really with owner/building operator whoever has the moneyRenovation (i.e. Major Remodel) – engineer has huge role here and NC, they are key decision maker, influenced by owner who makes final callEach of these project types look different with different decision makers, different decision influences, and different constraints to equipment selection.
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Next there are customer types, or what is influencing customer decision making. Lowest first cost (multi-family, leased space, most buildings, doesn’t pay energy bills or care about energy) – want them to buy better equipment, marginally better efficiency version, variable speed fans, some controls, etc.Influence at decision pointNon-decision point – just take what you have and save energy, it will cost you nothing, just want to make what you have run betterCost of operation (owner occupied, cares about energy cost over time, some opportunity for efficiency here or more efficient system choices) – want them to consider system design a little more, target more efficient systems with more functionality e.g VHE DOAS, VRF conversion Energy efficiency (early adopters, into the tech, understand what they are paying for)Retro-commissioning is also interesting to consider here. Retro-commissioning can have a huge impact on system performance, and is an option across all customer types. It can be a first line of defense in getting a lowest first cost customer to improve their system efficiency as well as a more regular touchpoint for EE minded customers to maintain system performance. 
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Building size is a very important dimension to consider as there are equipment solutions that make sense in certain buildings but not others. The DHP/VRF example from earlier in the presentation is a good example – within the same building square foot, single story may be more likely to go DHP above VRF while multi story buildings may go VRF. 
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Relatedly, equipment type is the framework we most often talk about when we think about efficiency. We think about HVAC equipment efficiency on a spectrum of “Good”, “Better”, “Best”. However, manufacturers interpreted this equipment spectrum in a few different ways including equipment size or capacity as well as functionality, with the number of features increasing along the spectrum. One manufacturer said “it’s not even good better best, more like: good, larger/more options, largest/most options”Within that you can have different efficiency options Most customers going for “good” option, very price driven. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We can then layer these factors to get to quantifiable market segments for BPA modeling while also being able to understand market drivers.You can use market segmentation as an implementation tool. Once you determine areas and criteria for modeling, you can use a segmentation framework like this one to determine factors to consider (i.e. UECs) for modeling.
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